By the end of the play do you find yourself
criticizing or sympathizing with Eddie?
Firstly, I find myself criticising Eddie by the end of the play as at
times he seems too proud and concerned about the respect he is
given. For example, Eddie demandingly tells Marco that ‘I want
my name.’ his name being his place and honour within the
neighbourhood. Eddie’s need for respect and power is
emphasised from the beginning of the play when Catherine
‘kneels beside him in his ‘chair’.
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Furthermore, I would also criticise Eddie because he broke the
unspoken law of ‘Red Hook’: respect your family. For example
Eddie broke the ‘law’ by betraying his cousins the ‘submarines’
to the Immigration Bureau therefore becoming a ‘stool pigeon’ or
an informer, behavior which he had previously criticised when
telling the story of Vinny Bolzano.
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Additionally, Eddie is portrayed as over-protective of Catherine
and this is something I would criticise him for as for as this
eventually makes her try to break free, ‘’I think I have to get out
of here Eddie’ It is, in a way, Eddie’s need to protect Catherine
which eventually causes his death as he realises too late his
mistakes ‘I think maybe I kept you too much.’
Moreover throughout the play Eddie is warned constantly by
Alfieri that the way he is acting is wrong and that he has ‘no
recourse in the law’ Alfieri also seems to see where Eddie’s
choices will take him and warns him to ‘put it out of [his] mind’
However, by the end of the play I also sympathise with Eddie, as
he genuinely loved Catherine and Beatrice and his need to
protect them was perfectly natural. For example, Eddie’s wish
that Catherine finishes high-school and gets a job in New York,
shows that he only wants the best for her.
Additionally, I sympathise with Eddie because, tragically he
realizes that despite everything the Carbone family has been
through he still loves Beatrice. This is shown in the penultimate
scene of the play when Eddie is dying in the street, he stops
himself talking to Catherine, ‘Then why -’ and instead exclaims
‘Oh B!’
Eddie cannot be criticized for his actions as one of the major
themes of the play is fate and inevitability and it could be said
that Eddie was just a ‘pawn’ of Fate and that he was being slowly
guided to a ‘certain door’. This is also shown by Alfieri’s often
prophetic speeches: such as and ‘run its bloody course’
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In conclusion, by the end of the play I both criticise and
sympathise.
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